
The amount of electric current in a 
device depends on the voltage that 
“pushes it” and the resistance that 

“resists it.” 









 Electricity is all around us (lightning, static) 

 Whenever electrons are removed from the 
atoms in an object (balloon), it becomes 
charged 

 Like charges repel; Unlike charges attract 

 Atoms normally have same # of electrons and 
protons (are neutral) 



 When something is charged, no electrons are 
created or destroyed; they are transferred 

 A current is the flow of electric charge 

 An electric charge at rest (not flowing) is static 
charge 

 



 Electrical force is much like gravitational force 

 The force between two charged particles varies 
directly as the product of their charges and 
inversely as the square of the distance between 
them. 

 

 

 

 k = 9 x 109 N m2/C2  (very large) 

 Unit for charge is the coulomb (C) with 1C = 
6.25 million electrons 



 Coulomb’s Law similar to Newton’s Law of 
Universal Gravitation, except that electrical 
forces can either be repulsive or attractive  



 The same loose electrons that are found in 
metals and which make them good conductors 
of heat is what also makes them conduct 
electricity 

 Protons don’t move about because they are 
tightly held in the nucleus, however, the 
electrons are free to move around 

 Electrons flow in a way similar to water so that 
electric current is the flow of electrons 



 The rate of electrical flow is measured in 
amperes (A) 

 An ampere is the rate of flow of 1 coulomb of 
charge per second 



 In the same way that heat flows from hot to 
cold objects, the same is true for electric current 

 Electrons flow in a wire only when a difference 
in “electrical pressure” exists -> voltage 

 Voltage is directly proportional to the electrical 
potential energy  

 Voltage = potential energy  

                       charge 



 Voltage is the pressure and current is the result 

 Pushing a charged particle toward another 
charge can increase its electrical potential 
energy 

 Current flows in a wire then there is a 
difference in voltage across the ends of the wire 



 Chemical batteries are “electrical pumps”, with 
a car battery having a voltage of 12 volts 

 When each terminal is connected, there is a 
voltage different of 12 volts 

 The wires and batteries make up a circuit, 
through which flows the electrons because of 
the applied voltage across the circuit 

 Voltage doesn’t flow; the electrons flow with 
the voltage producing a current ( if closed 
circuit) 



 Batteries or generators move electrons in a 
circuit 

 The electrical resistance and the voltage 
determines how much current flows in a circuit 

 Resistance “resists” the flow of electrons  

 Electrical resistance depends on: 

 kind of material used to make the wire  

 thickness and length of wire  



 Temperature can also affect resistance 

 the greater the temperature, the more the 
atoms are moving and the greater the 
resistance 

 Whenever materials reach very low 
temperatures, their resistance is reduced 
(superconductors) 

 Electrical resistance measures in Ohms (Ώ ) 



 The amount of current in a circuit is directly 
proportional to the voltage across the circuit 
and inversely proportional to the resistance of 
the circuit 

 Circuit = voltage               Ampere= volts 

            resistance                              ohms 

 V= IR (voltage = current x resistance) 

 Symbol for resistance is Ώ 

 Resistors are in electrical devices regulate the 
current that passes through 





 Electric current may be either ac or dc 

 Direct current (dc) is a current that flows in one 
direction 

 A battery has direct current because the 
terminals of a battery always have the same 
opposite signs 

 Electrons always move in one direction, from 
the negative terminal towards the positive 
terminal 

 



 Alternating current (AC) alternates its 
direction, switching from one direction to 
another 

 This is what occurs at generators in power 
plants 

 All the current in your home is AC, with the 
current alternating back and forth at a 
frequency of 60 cycles per second (60 hertz) 



 Moving charges can do work 

 Electrical energy may be transformed to 
mechanical energy (motor), to light (lamp), to 
thermal energy (heater) or others 

 Power = current X voltage 

 Expressed in units, Watts = amperes X volts 





 A circuit is the path along which electricity 
flows 

 For a steady current, there must be no gaps 

 Switches are breaks in the circuit and when 
turned on, complete the circuit 

 Two types of circuits: 

 * Series 

 * Parallel 



 In a series circuit, there is only one path for the 
electrons to take 

 The current is the same in every part of the 
circuit 

 If a break occurs anywhere, the flow of 
electrons stops (if one lightbulb burns out, they 
all go out -  cheap Christmas lights) 

 The total resistance to the current in the circuit 
is the sum of all the individual resistances 
along the path 



 Open circuit is one without a current (open switch) 

 Closed circuit is one with a current (closed switch) 

 Current in circuit equals the voltage divided by total 
resistance (Ohm’s Law) 

 Series circuit is like a single lane road; if there is a 
roadblock, all traffic stops 



 Your house is wired in parallel circuits 

 Similar to a road with alternate routes; if there 
is a roadblock, traffic can go another way 

 A break in the path does not stop the electrons 
from flowing 

 The current in one branch isn’t affected by the 
current in any other branch 

 Each device operates independently  


